FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

REPORTING OFFICE
NEW YORK

OFFICE OF ORIGIN
BALTIMORE

DATE
9/11/64

INVESTIGATIVE PERIOD
9/8 - 11/64

REPORT MADE BY
JAMES F. MITCHELL

CHARACTER OF CASE
ITAR - GAMBLING

REFERENCE:
Bureau airtels to New York, dated 8/24/64 and 9/3/64.

ADMINISTRATIVE:

INFORMANTS:

PCI JOSEPH CARUSO, Doorman, 40 Central Park South, New York City, advised SA JAMES F. MITCHELL on 9/8/64, that TOURINE uses taxicabs almost exclusively while traveling to and from this address. When queried as to whether he may have overheard TOURINE at any time mention the name of an airline or airline building when directing the cab driver, CARUSO answered in the negative.
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